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ABSTRACT
Objectives Despite WHO guidelines recommending
household contact investigation, and studies showing
the impact of active screening, most tuberculosis (TB)
programmes in resource-limited settings only carry out
passive contact investigation. The cost of such strategies
is often cited as barriers to their implementation. However,
little data are available for the additional costs required
to implement this strategy. We aimed to estimate the cost
and cost-effectiveness of active contact investigation as
compared with passive contact investigation in urban
Pakistan.
Methods We estimated the cost-effectiveness of
‘enhanced’ (passive with follow-up) and ‘active’
(household visit) contact investigations compared with
standard ‘passive’ contact investigation from providers
and the programme’s perspective using a simple decision
tree. Costs were collected in Pakistan from a TB clinic
performing passive contact investigation and from studies
of active contact tracing interventions conducted. The
effectiveness was based on the number of patients with
TB identified among household contacts screened.
Results The addition of enhanced contact investigation to
the existing passive mode detected 3.8 times more cases
of TB per index patient compared with passive contact
investigation alone. The incremental cost was US$30
per index patient, which yielded an incremental cost of
US$120 per incremental patient identified with TB. The
active contact investigation was 1.5 times more effective
than enhanced contact investigation with an incremental
cost of US$238 per incremental patient with TB identified.
Conclusion Our results show that enhanced and active
approaches to contact investigation effectively identify
additional patients with TB among household contacts at
a relatively modest cost. These strategies can be added to
the passive contact investigation in a high burden setting
to find the people with TB who are missed and meet the
End TB strategy goals.

BACKGROUND
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a leading cause
of morbidity and mortality, especially in
low-
income and middle-
income countries.
According to the latest estimates, 10 million
people fell ill with TB in 2019, though
only 7.1 million were reported to national
programmes. Eight countries account for

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► The study was conducted in programmatic condi-

tions in a high-prevalence setting.
►► The study compares cost-
effectiveness of three

contact investigation approaches from health system perspective in a sequential approach.
►► The data for the passive approach come from previous years and we were unable to account for any
time trend.
►► The study did not consider out-of-pocket expenditures for patients which underestimates the overall
costs.

two-
thirds of the reported TB burden in
the world: India (26%), Indonesia (8.5%),
China (8.4%), the Philippines (6%), Pakistan
(5.7%), Nigeria (4.4%), Bangladesh (3.6%)
and South Africa (3.6%).1–3 Reasons for the
gap between estimated and notified individuals with TB include limited access to healthcare, poor diagnosis capacity for people who
do access care, as well as under-reporting of
people diagnosed.4–6
Undiagnosed people with TB continue to
transmit TB to others. The risk of transmission is particularly high among members of
households living with people with undiagnosed pulmonary TB. Studies have documented an infection rate of 30%–50% among
household contacts of infectious adults, with
the infection rate in children under 5 being
as high as 72%.7 8 Of those infected with TB,
10%–20% develop the disease over their
lifetimes, and this number is even higher
for people who are immunocompromised,
for example, when they are coinfected with
HIV.9–12
Household contact investigation is recommended as a means to address these challenges.13 14 In the light of the high infection
rates, household contact investigation is a
critical activity for TB programmes for two
reasons. First, it allows early identification
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investigation for detection of
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treatment and reporting centres in Kotri, a rural town in
Sindh, Pakistan. All children presenting to these facilities
were verbally screened for symptoms of TB and those
considered to be at high risk of having TB were further
investigated. Children diagnosed with TB were started on
treatment, and we conducted contact investigation for
their household contacts.26 The household contact investigation reported here was carried out at one of the four
centres (Institute of Chest Disease Hospital) from April
2015 to March 2016.

METHODS
Setting
The costing study was a subset of a larger study where
an active case finding intervention was implemented for
children with TB. The study was conducted at four TB

Interventions
For the study, the index patient was the first person identified with TB in the family, while household contacts
were defined as people living in the same household as
the index patient.
As part of the routine programme passive contact investigation is conducted where, index patients are counselled to bring their household contacts for evaluation.
Contacts who respond are evaluated for TB symptoms
and risk factors. A limitation of this approach is that
household contacts screened were recorded only as a TB
contact and not linked directly to the index TB patient in
a specific household. There is no routine follow-up to see
if the specific contacts attended the facility for screening
or not.
As part of the intervention we instituted enhanced
contact investigation as an additional step which included
follow-
up with the families for contact investigation.
Adults and guardians of children under 15 years of age
newly diagnosed with TB were asked about the presence
of TB symptoms or household members on TB treatment
in their families. They were counselled to bring their
enumerated household contacts for evaluation, as in the
passive approach. If the enumerated household contacts
did not come to the facility for assessment after 1 week,
a reminder phone call was made, followed by second
phone call after another week. If the family still had not
come 2 weeks after the second phone reminder, active
contact investigation was implemented. Active contact
investigation included health workers conducting a
household visit to verbally screen the family at home and
to counsel the family to go to the clinic for further evaluation (figure 1).
At the clinic, enumerated household contacts were
screened by existing TB doctors in the passive system
or by trained health workers for enhanced and active
contact investigation. All contacts were verbally screened
for symptoms of TB such as cough of more than 2 weeks,
contact with someone other than the index patient who
had TB, glandular swelling, fever lasting more than
2 weeks, night sweats and inappropriate weight loss. Individuals with suggestive symptoms or additional exposure
were referred to the project’s medical officer for further
evaluation. They then received a chest X-ray and were
asked to provide a sputum sample for smear microscopy.
A complete blood count and erythrocyte sedimentation
rate was done for child contacts to aid in diagnosis as
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of additional household members who have TB disease
and require immediate treatment, stopping transmission.
Second, it allows programmes to identify people who can
benefit from the treatment of TB infection to prevent
disease progression, importantly children and people
living with HIV. A meta-analysis of contact investigation
showed that 3.1% of contacts in low-
resource settings
and 1.4% of contacts in high-resource settings have TB
disease, making this a potential high yield strategy to find
people with TB.15 16 A large proportion of childhood TB
can be identified through contact investigation, which is
of particular value since global rates of detection among
children are much lower than for adults.1
Household contact investigation can be carried out in
many different ways along a continuum of passive and
active approaches.17 In passive contact tracing, the index
patient is asked to bring in their family members for
screening to the facility, while in active contact tracing,
healthcare workers visit the index patient’s home.
Between the active and passive modes, lies the ‘enhanced’
form of contact tracing, in which health workers make
reminder phone calls and follow-up with the family and
encourages them to come to the facility for screening.
Despite WHO guidelines recommending household
contact investigation18 19 and studies documenting the
outcomes of active approaches most TB programmes
in resource-
limited settings only carry out passive
contact investigation and even then, implementation is
limited.20 21 A cluster randomised controlled trial demonstrated that contact investigation plus passive case finding
(PCF) was beneficial compared with PCF alone.22 The
cost of active contact investigation, including additional
efforts required by already stretched healthcare providers,
has often been cited as a barrier to its implementation.23
However, little data are available for the additional cost of
implementing active contact investigation, and especially
so when implemented under routine programme conditions. A study from Malaysia reported the cost of active
contact investigation to be US$6.60 per a single contact
tracing visit with a yield of 0.5%.24 In Peru, adding active
contact tracing to PCF incurred an incremental cost
of US$48.8 to evaluate household contacts of an index
TB patient, with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
(ICER) of US$1811 per Disability Adjusted Life Years
(DALY) averted.25 We were not able to identify studies
reporting costs or cost-
effectiveness for the enhanced
mode of contact tracing.
The objective of this study was to estimate the cost and
cost-
effectiveness of the enhanced and active contact
tracing interventions in a high-
burden programmatic
setting, compared with the existing passive approach.

Open access

indicated. Contacts diagnosed with TB were started on
TB treatment in line with the National TB Programme
(NTP) guidelines. Children under 5 years of age in whom
TB disease was ruled out were offered isoniazid preventive
therapy as per NTP guidelines.26 All clinical evaluations
and investigations were provided without any charge to
the contacts.
Data collection
For the passive approach, health facility staff recorded data
using a paper-based system which were then abstracted for
the study. For enhanced and active contact interventions
project based trained community health workers and
doctors administered questions to assess TB symptoms/
risks and documented results of clinical evaluation and
diagnostic tests using a custom-built smart phone-based
data collection application with built-in decision support
developed for the project.26
Cost parameters
Costs for this systematic contact tracing activities were
collected from the perspective of the operational
programme and the health facility and included recurrent and capital cost items. As capital costs for the building
were not available, we approximated rent and utilities of
running a similar structure, and we used these in place of
the capital costs.

Effectiveness of contact investigation
The effectiveness of the contact investigation procedure
was evaluated based on the number of people with TB
identified per household screened after verbal screening
and diagnostic tests. Our study was divided into baseline and intervention periods. Historical data for passive
contact investigation were used as the comparator. In the
year preceding the intervention, the passive approach
screened 762 contacts from a total of 231 index patient
households to identify 21 people with TB during this
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Figure 1 Household contacts evaluated and diagnosed for
TB by passive, enhanced and active contact investigation
interventions (CI). TB, tuberculosis.

We identified cost items and quantified resource use
for all activities related to contact investigation. They
included personnel, diagnostic test, supervision and
monitoring by facility or project staff and communications. For the passive system, cost information was
obtained from the health facility accounting system. We
identified one physician and one health worker who were
involved in the existing passive system at the TB clinic.
We estimated their time spent on evaluation of household contacts through expert opinion and allocated salaries proportionate to this time as compared with other
activities. Unit costs for TB diagnostic tests, chest X-rays
and smear microscopy were as billed to the project by the
health facility. Costs for diagnostic tests were estimated
by multiplying their unit costs with the number of people
tested. As communications, supervision and training costs
for the existing passive programme were not available
through the facility records, we assumed the same costs as
incurred by the enhanced contact investigation intervention. At the TB clinic, data were collected on paper-based
systems and the costs for registers and forms are reported
with stationary.
For the additional costs of performing enhanced and
active contact investigations, data were extracted from
time health
the project accounting system. One full-
worker was recruited for enhanced intervention while
the active contact investigation required three additional
health workers. A fixed amount of travel costs for home
visits was built into the salary for health workers. For all
other personnel such as physician, field supervisor and
programme coordinators, time spent on the contact
investigation intervention was estimated using an activity-
based costing methodology and costs were allocated
according to the proportion of time spent on the intervention relative to other activities.27 28 Cost of diagnostic
investigations per person screened (chest X-ray, smear
microscopy and complete blood), communications (data
and phone), training and stationery were as incurred.
The cost for the development of electronic data capture
was allocated based on the number of patients screened
in each intervention, while the cost of phones and laptops
used to capture data were allocated as per the personnel
time that used them. We annuitised these capital costs
over a period of 3 years using a 3% discount rate.29 30 Costs
were collected in Pakistan rupees and converted to US
dollars using the average exchange rate for the years 2015
and 2016 (US$1=PKR103.1).
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Figure 2 Decision tree for household contacts evaluated
for TB by passive, enhanced and active contact investigation
interventions (CI). TB, tuberculosis.

baseline period (figure 1). During the intervention
period, enhanced and active contact investigation were
implemented, and contacts from 300 households were
evaluated. Of these, 1130 people from 144 families came
to the health facility after phone reminders (enhanced)
and 102 were diagnosed with TB. When home visits were
conducted for 156 households that failed to respond to
the enhanced strategy (active), we evaluated 1224 people
and identified 53 additional people with TB disease
(figure 1).
Decision model and analysis
A simple decision tree was created in TreeAge Pro 2020
(TreeAge Pro, Williamston, Massachusetts, USA) to
effectiveness of enhanced and active
estimate the cost-
contact investigation compared with passive contact
investigation. The decision tree includes the three
alternatives for contact investigation; (1) Passive, (2)
Passive +Enhanced and (3) Passive +Enhanced +Active
(figure 2). The three intervention alternatives represent
different levels of intensity of contact investigation and
are considered to be mutually exclusive. The more intense
alternatives are more expensive than the less intensive
ones, but also represent new possibilities for identifying
contacts with TB (table 1). The results are presented as
absolute and incremental costs and patients with TB identified, and ICERs between the alternatives.
We conducted probabilistic sensitivity analyses using
Monte Carlo simulations with 10 000 iterations to explore
the effects of combined uncertainties in key parameters.
Gamma distributions were used for cost parameters, and
beta distributions for the probability of patients with TB

RESULTS
In the enhanced and active contact tracing, 2354 household contacts from 300 index patients were screened, of
whom 49% were children less than 15 years of age, and
45% were female. The mean age for child contacts was
6.4 years (SD 3.7, IQR: 3–9), and 54% were males and
the mean age for adult contacts was 33 years (SD 13.4,
IQR: 21–41) and 53% were males. The enhanced contact
investigation intervention was able to find 2.45 times
(95% CI: 1.52 to 4.14) more people with TB than the
passive programme when it was implemented. While the
active intervention implemented 3 weeks following the
index patient counselling identified 2.11 times (95% CI:
1.33 to 3.52) more people with TB compared with passive
contact investigation.
Overall, the passive programme incurred US$10 659
over 1 year and it cost US$46 per household screened
with TB. The enhanced contact investigation incurred an
additional US$30 to screen a household with an overall
addition of US$8938 to the yearly programme cost. Of
the additional costs, human resources (42%) and electronic data collection (24%) were the most significant
cost drivers. Active contact investigation incurred an
additional US$42 per household screened for TB above
the enhanced model, and the programme cost a further
US$12 685 to the enhanced contact investigation of which
human resources (57%) and electronic data capture
(18%) were the largest components. (table 2)
The passive +enhanced contact investigation of one
index patient was 3.8 times more effective than passive
contact investigation alone, increasing absolute case
detection rate from 0.09 to 0.34. The incremental cost was
US$30 per index patient, which yielded an incremental
cost of US$120 per incremental patient identified with
TB. While the passive +enhanced+active contact investigation of one index patient was 1.5 times more effective
than enhanced contact investigation with an incremental
cost of US$238 per incremental patient with TB identified
as compared with the baseline passive approach (table 3).
effectiveness acceptability curves illustrate
The cost-
the probabilities that each intervention is cost-effective

Table 1 Modelling inputs, assumptions and ranges for passive, enhanced and active contact investigation (CI)
Total contacts
diagnosed with TB
(lower and upper
limit)

Cost per index
TB patient family
screened
(US$)

Probability of finding
a patient with TB per
household screened
(lower and upper limit)

Interventions

Total cost
(US$)

Index
patient
with TB

Passive CI

US$10 659

231

21 (17–25)

46 (37-55)

0.09 (0.07–0.10)

Passive +enhanced CI

US$19 597

300

102 (82–122)

76 (61–91)

0.34 (0.27–0.40)

Passive +enhanced + active CI

US$32 282

300

155 (124–186)

118 (94–142)

0.52 (0.41–0.62)

TB, tuberculosis.
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per family screened.31 For sensitivity analyses, upper and
lower values were defined for each parameter as mean
values ±20%.
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Intervention activities
Cost categories

Passive contact
Enhanced contact
Active contact
investigation N=231 (%) investigation N=300 (%) investigation N=300 (%)

Recurrent costs:
 Clinic rental and maintenance

3492 (33)

–

–

 Personnel

5354 (50)

3835 (42)

7348 (57)

 Diagnostic tests

1478 (14)

2192 (24)

2374 (18)

 Supervision and monitoring

116 (1)

195 (2)

39 (0)

 Communication

58 (1)

204 (2)

204 (2)

 Training

72 (1)

72 (1)

70 (1)

 Stationary

88 (1)

22 (0)

24 (0)

 Subtotal recurrent costs

10 659

6520

10 096

 Equipment

–

407 (4)

407 (3)

 Data collection system and maintenance

–

2236 (24)

2422 (19)

 Subtotal capital costs

2463

2829

Annuitised capital costs (3% discount rate)

2419

2589

8938

12 685

Capital costs:

Total costs per activity

10 659

Total costs per activity per index patient

46

30

42

Intervention arm

Passive

Passive +enhanced

Passive +enhanced +
active

76

118

123

176

Total cumulated costs per index patient per 46
arm for household contacts evaluated for TB
No of contacts diagnosed with TB
21

for a range of willingness to pay for health when taking
the combined parameter uncertainty into account. The
enhanced strategy becomes optimal if the willingness to
pay exceeds US$120 per additional patient with TB that is
identified. If willingness to pay exceeds about US$238 per
TB case identified,32 the active contact investigation has
the highest probability of being cost-effective of the three
alternatives (figure 3).
One-way sensitivity analyses were conducted to explore
the impact of uncertainties in single model parameters. These are represented in a tornado diagram in the
decreasing order of the parameters’ potential influence
on the ICER (figure 4). As the passive contact investigation
is standard we plotted the tornado diagram for enhanced
versus active contact investigation strategies. Cost and
effect parameters were varied over a predetermined range

(table 1). The ICER was most sensitive to the probability
of identifying a patient through active case finding, and
ranged between US$150 and US$600 per case detected
when probabilities were varied between 0.62 and 0.41,
respectively.
DISCUSSION
The enhanced contact investigation strategy, in combination with the passive system, was 3.8 times more
likely to identify patients with TB among household
contacts than the passive contact investigation alone.
The addition of household visits further improved case
detection and may be necessary if we are to achieve
the End TB strategy goals.33 Unsurprisingly, both the
enhanced and active strategies require more resources

Table 3 Incremental cost-effectiveness of household contact screening for passive, enhanced and active contact
investigation interventions from the TB programme perspective
Strategy

Cost per
strategy

Incremental
cost

Effect

Incremental
effect

ICER

Passive contact investigation
Passive +enhanced contact investigation
Passive +enhanced+active contact investigation

46
76
118

30
42

0.09
0.34
0.52

0.25
0.18

120
238

ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; TB, tuberculosis.
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Figure 3 Cost-effectiveness (CE) acceptability curves
for passive, enhanced and active contact investigation
interventions (CI) for a range of willingness to pay per
household screened.

than the existing passive scheme, and the additional
benefits must therefore be weighed against their additional costs, but increased performance and output
requires more funding for impactful interventions.34
Studies and systematic reviews have documented that
enhanced or active household contact investigation has
been able to find more people with TB compared with
PCF.12 13 17 35 These studies further conclude that improved
case detection is cost-effective compared with the passive
approach. Contact investigation can be conducted in
a myriad of ways and using different algorithms and
approaches.17 Many programmes opt for a more passive
approach due to the ease of implementation and lower
costs. However, there have been no studies we could identify that have compared different modalities of contact
investigation to each other. The WHO guidelines identify
that comparisons of different types of contact investigation is a current knowledge gap and our findings aid this
void and should be followed by additional studies with
costing analyses.
In low-
burden countries, contact investigation is a
requirement for a TB programme to be effective.36
According to the US Centers for Disease Control and
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Figure 4 One-way sensitivity analyses for the ICERs of
enhanced contact investigation compared with active contact
investigation (CI). ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio;
TB, tuberculosis.

Prevention, it played an essential role in decreasing TB
incidence by 44% in the USA.37 A meta-analysis suggests
that TB contact investigation should be considered to
improve early TB case detection and decrease transmission
in high-incidence areas as well.13 However, in low-income
and middle-income countries, contact investigation has
been viewed as expensive and, therefore, a low priority.
Programmes do not undertake TB contact investigation
as they have limited human resources. This project added
health workers to support phone calls, counselling and
home visits, which led to an increase in costs. However,
these are necessary costs if we are to reach all people with
TB. With contact investigation, people with TB are diagnosed early and initiated on treatment, which benefits
the broader community by reducing continuing transmission.38 These benefits of future TB cases prevented over
time are not captured by the current analytical model,
and in this regard, our results can be considered to be
conservative. If contact investigation interventions result
in earlier detection of household contacts with active
TB, this programme would reduce the spread of TB in
the community even more effectively and be even more
cost-effective.
Our study is subject to limitations. We initiated the
enhanced intervention if the family did not come to
the clinic for evaluation within 1 week of a patient with
TB diagnosed and initiated on treatment. The passive
system, if given more time than 1 week may potentially have had a larger yield. However, the historical
data show that the number of people identified by the
passive system during the implementation phase was
similar to what we estimated in the baseline survey.
Second, we only consider people with TB detected and
did not consider outcomes of subsequent treatment
in this analytical model. But in the larger project, in
which this study was embedded, 98% of children diagnosed with TB were started on treatment and had
over 94% treatment success rate.26 39 Third, out-
of-
pocket expenditures for patients was not considered.
Costs such as transportation to the health facilities
for evaluation, cost of diagnostic tests and loss of
work time may be potential barriers for the majority
of the TB affected families coming to the health facilities for evaluation. Arrangements for transportation
of contacts to health facilities for diagnostic tests and
transportation of sputum specimens for examination
should be included in the national policy to increase
the detection of patients with TB. Lastly, the household with child TB is likely to have transmission with in
the household making contact investigation efficient
and cost-
effective in these contacts, but it may not
be generalisable in household with an adult patients
with TB. Future research may consider to conduct
similar costing studies in the urban areas as the cost
may be different than the rural setting in which our
study was based and to integrate data on the overall
economic burden to households that can be averted
with an active TB contact investigation programme. In
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CONCLUSION
Our results show that active approaches to contact investigation identify more people with TB among household contacts at a relatively modest cost addressing an
identified global knowledge gap. These strategies can
be added to passive contact investigation approaches
in a high burden setting to find the missing patients
with TB and meet the End TB strategy goals.
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